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The Unique Method takes the confusion out of RV holding tank maintenance and provides you with a simple process that will
virtually eliminate all tank odors, prevent clogs and pyramid plugs, and ensure your holding tank sensors continue to read properly!

The Unique Method is a 50/50 approach:
50% following the right PROCESS, and 50% using the right PRODUCT:

For peak holding tank performance, we recommend The Unique Method together with bacteria and enzyme products
like those found in our Unique Camping + Marine product line.

The Process: 

The Products: 

We have a simple set of rules, The Unique Method, that work best
when paired with the right products.

Though there are many different types of holding tank treatments
available, only those powered by bacteria and enzymes are capable
of doing ALL of the things necessary inside an RV holding tank: odor
elimination, solid waste breakdown, and sensor probe maintenance.

Black Tank Rules Gray Tank Rules

Keep black holding tank valves closed, even on hook-ups. 

Before using the black tank, add 1-3 gallons of water and RV Digest-It 
or RV Digest-It+. 

Add RV Digest-It or RV Digest-It+ after every tank dump. 

Keep several inches of water in the toilet bowl to block black tank odors. 

Hold the toilet foot pedal down for at least 10 seconds when flushing. 

Clean RV toilets with Scrub-It RV Toilet Cleaner. 

Never use disinfectants like bleach, Pine-Sol, zinc-based products, or 
other antibacterial cleaners in black tanks. 

Dump black holding tanks every 3-5 days.  

Thoroughly flush the black tank for 20-30 minutes every 3-5 dumps.  

Keep holding tanks under 85°F in hot weather whenever possible.  

Deep clean black holding tanks with Clean-It Black Tank Deep Cleaner 
at the beginning and end of the season if you’re a seasonal camper 
or every 3-4 months if you’re fulltiming.  

Never store your RV with waste in the tanks. Between camping trips, 
deep clean the tanks with Store-It Black Tank Storage Treatment. 
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Deep clean gray tanks at the beginning 
and end of the camping season. 

Leave the gray tank valve open with
the sewer hose connected to the 
campground sewer when on hook-ups. 
Add a p-trap in the sewer hose to prevent 
campground sewer odors or gasses.  

Use high-quality grease-eating dish soap 
like Dawn Ultra to wash your dishes. 

Minimize the amount of food, grease, and 
debris that goes down the drain. 

Avoid using bleach or antibacterial 
products to clean sinks, tubs, or showers. 

Always empty and deep clean your 
gray/galley tanks before storing your RV.

Or visit uniquecampingmarine.com/uniquemethod
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